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My reports are slow.

SAD CUSTOMER



I'm getting errors in my 
reports.

DISSAPOINTED CUSTOMER



Users are complaining that 
the Jira is getting slow. 
Maybe eazyBI is causing it?

CURIOUS CUSTOMER



We are migrating to Jira 
Cloud and would like to 
clean up eazyBI accounts.

CARING CUSTOMER
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Active / inactive accounts



Unused reports



Optimize 
Ask consultants, 

partners, eazyBI for a 
help with report 

optimization

Errors 
Fix errors, make 

reports private, or 
delete them

Most executed 
Check whether 

reports should be on 
Jira dashboards

Unused 
Delete unused 

accounts, reports, 
calculated members

How to continue
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Our reports don’t show the 
latest issue changes!

FRUSTRATED CUSTOMER



I'm getting timeout errors in 
my overview reports from 
time to time.

DISAPOINTED CUSTOMER



It’s hard to see information 
about the import statuses in 
one place.

CONFUSED CUSTOMER



Import overview



Long running imports



Frequently running imports



Imports with errors



Next steps

Slow imports

Frequency

Errors

- Slow custom JavaScript calculations 

- Slow Jira calculated custom fields 

- Database performance issues 

- Turn on profiling



Next steps

Slow imports

Frequency

Errors

- Reduce import frequency



Next steps

Slow imports

Frequency

Errors

- Fix errors 

- Ask consultants, partners, eazyBI for a help
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Clean up your 
instance

Monitor import 
performance

Find errors in reports 
and imports



community.eazybi.com   
support@eazybi.com

Questions?



Thank you!


